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COMPANY PROFILE 

INTRODUCTION 

Simart Investment Nigeria Ltd. is a 100% indigenous parent company to a 

number of other subsidiary industrial concerns, covering Petroleum Products 

distribution, Agriculture, Real Estate and Chemicals. We’re also 

dedicated to the production and supply of gaseous compounds. 

The company was incorporated in April 1996 with RC NO.297329 and has 

grown in strength and capacity, meeting the ever-increasing challenges 

of her goals, values, vision, mission and Strategic focus. 

We specialize in the following areas: 

• Petroleum Products distribution through network of 

company branded filling stations. 

• Marine Fueling, in partnership with Lagos State Government 

• Petroleum Products Hauling 

• Liquefied Petroleum Gas Plants 

• Extensive Trading in all  forms of  industrial  Lubricants 

• Production of Ammonia Gas and Liquor and other essential gases 

 
Simart Investment is committed to ensuring that every home, offices, 

industries, government agencies are supplied with white Petroleum Products, 

Industrial Lubricants and Chemical requisitions, promptly serviced to 

international standard and satisfaction of our numerous clients some of which 

are: Dangote Flour, Mateco Industries Limited, Nigerian Gas Company 

(NGC), Pulkit Steel, Concept Point Nig Ltd, OGC Foods and Beverages 

Ltd, Kith and Kin group of Schools amongst others. 

We provide our clients with quality services in the mold of competitive 

pricing, unfailing availability of the product even in times of acute scarcity 

and quality products that meet international standard, devoid of any 

adulterations. Additionally, we manage on behalf of some of our clients 

with large fleets of vehicles, through the introduction of vouchers and 

tickets for disbursement of fuel for their daily operations. 

Furthermore, we make available LPG (cooking gas) to domestic 

markets and many industries, e.g., breweries, bottling companies, 

educational institutions, hotels and restaurants etc. 



AMMONIA GAS OPERATIONS 

Lately, with the commissioning of our ultra-modern Ammonia Plant, 

fully licensed by the Federal Government, i.e., Office of the 

National Security Adviser (ONSA), NAFDAC and other Government 

agencies. We commenced production and supply of quality 

Ammonia Gas and Ammonia Liquor which was processed through our 

water treatment plant, supported by Reverse Osmosis System. 

This is to guarantee quality products made available to Agro-

allied, Paints, Food industries and others. Listed below are 

some of the corporate organizations: 

a. Seven Up Bottling Company Limited 

b. Comart Nigeria Limited 

c. Chi-farm Nigeria Limited 

d. Candel FZE 

e. Harvest Field Nigeria Limited 

f. BOC Gases 

g. Rongtai Aluminum (Nigeria) Co. Ltd 

h. Nestle Nigeria Plc and numerous other companies both 
big small. 

Our core competences include, supplies of quality products that 

meet the specification of our customers, backed up with after 

sales services thereby establishing enduring business 

relationships to the benefit of both parties. 

Our outlets are NNPC licensed and DPR certified. 

Therefore, our sources of petroleum products supplies 

are: 

1. All NNPC depots nationwide 

2. All DPR licensed private depots nationwide 

3. Total Plc. Depot at Apapa (lubricants) 

4. NIPCO depot at Apapa 

5. NNPC LPG depot Apapa 

6. NIPCO LPG depot Apapa 

7. Notore  Chemical Industries Plc. Onne (Ammonia) 



 

                                                  GOALS 
 

• To provide safe, high-quality, cost-effective Petroleum Products 
and Chemicals. 
• To bring high value and quality products to the market 
• To establish a minimum of 90% customer satisfaction rate 

• To be leading Oil and Gas Energy Services Company in Nigeria with global 
repute. 

 
 
 

MISSION STATEMENT 
Is to provide world-class services, aimed at guaranteeing satisfaction of all 
customers, by offering quality products in right and correct measures at the 
most competitive prices. 

 
 

 

 

                                   OPERATIONAL STRENGTH 

Our strength is in our formidable managerial and technical team, poised 

on building a unique reputation on the famed walls of excellence. 

We have seasoned team of Engineers, HSE Officers, Operations, 

Administrative and Secretarial Staff. 

As one of the best providers of Petroleum Products Distribution and 

Chemicals, we have at our disposal trained and knowledgeable 

personnel to guarantee optimum clients’ satisfaction. 

Simart Investment focuses on continued execution of its unique 

business model with strong revenue growth and low operating 

expenses in order to provide reliable, high-quality products and cost-

effective services. We plan on offering our products and professional 

services to variety of industry verticals and mapping out strategies on 

how to increase the patronage of our Petroleum Products and 

Chemicals nationwide. 
 

 
 
 
 



Our combined tank capacity for white petroleum products is 3,000,000 

litres (Three million litres). 

Tank capacity for Ammonia Gas is 275 metric tons, with provision 

for immediate and future expansion at our Majidun plant which 

covers 5 acres located along the popular Lagos-Ikorodu expressway. 

The installed capacity of Ammonia Liquor is currently 200,000 litres 

with provision for future expansion. 

 

We offer our products and services through direct sales force while at the 

same time positioning ourselves to suit different segments of the 

market. We also build partnership with other major players in 

manufacturing sector to widen our reach and consolidate our grip.



     
 

 

 

CYLINDERS STORAGE 



 

REVERSE OSMOSISMACHINE 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
OXYGEN GAS OPERATIONS 
 

Here you'll find all the information you need to know about Oxygen gas. Its 
properties, uses, applications and our offering. 
  
Oxygen is essential for life as we know it.  
  
One of the most important properties of oxygen is its ability to support 
combustion. This means that it is necessary for fire to burn, making it a vital 



component in many industrial processes. Oxygen also has a high 

electronegativity, which means that it readily forms chemical bonds with other 
elements and compounds. 
  
There are two main uses of Oxygen Gas: Which is Medical and Industrial. 
 
1. Medical Applications: Oxygen is widely used in medical applications to 
treat patients with respiratory problems. Oxygen therapy can help people who 
have difficulty breathing due to lung diseases, such as chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease (COPD) and emphysema. 
With so much at stake, selecting an experienced, local Oxygen gas supplier that 
offers only the highest quality gas, products, and service is more than essential.  
We would be glad to partner with hospitals and medical facilities that are 

focused on focused patient care to supply high-quality Oxygen gas.   
 

2. Industrial Processes: Oxygen is used in various industrial processes, such 
as steelmaking, welding, and cutting. It is also used in the production of 
chemicals, such as methanol, ethylene, and propylene oxide. 
We have analytical solutions and processes that are industry-proven to support 
gas purity and monitor contamination. 
We make sure of this as purity is topmost to the industrial gas market. We 
make sure to monitor contamination to ensure a highly pure product as this 
supports safety, efficiency, and the end-product quality in many different 
industries. 
  
 
Other uses of Oxygen are mentioned here below: 
 
    Aerospace: Oxygen is essential for astronauts on space missions, and it is 
used to power rocket engines. 
Aquaculture: Oxygen is used in fish farming to provide fish with sufficient 
oxygen to breathe. 
Scuba Diving: Oxygen is used in scuba diving to allow divers to breathe 

underwater.   
 
At Simart, we supply high-quality oxygen gas for various applications, and we 
are committed to providing our customers with excellent service and support. 
Contact us today to learn more about our offerings for Oxygen gas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

NITROGEN GAS OPERATIONS 
 
In our arsenal of gaseous services, we also have Nitrogen which is a colorless, 
odorless, and tasteless gas that makes up around 78% of the Earth's 
atmosphere.  
Many aren’t aware that it’s an essential element for life and has numerous 
industrial applications just like its counterpart Oxygen. 
 
Some industries that use Nitrogen gas in Nigeria are food and beverage 
processing, petrochemicals, pharmaceuticals, and electronics manufacturing 
companies (It is used in the manufacture of semiconductors and as a cooling 
agent during the production of computer chips). Nitrogen gas is commonly used 
to preserve the freshness and quality of food products during processing and 
transportation. It also plays a critical role in the production of medicines and 
medical devices. Hence, Nitrogen, just like Oxygen, has Medical and Industrial 
use. 
 
Another important use of Nitrogen gas in Nigeria is in the oil and gas industry. 
Nitrogen is used for well stimulation, well maintenance, and pipeline 
maintenance. It is also used for purging tanks and pipelines, which prevents the 

accumulation of flammable gases and reduces the risk of explosions. 
 
Simart Gases provides high-quality Nitrogen gas that meets international 
standards. We offer a range of Nitrogen gas products, including bulk nitrogen 
gas and cylinder nitrogen gas, to meet the diverse needs of our customers. 
 
Our company is also committed to providing our customers with exceptional 
service and support. Our team of experts has the knowledge and expertise to 
help you find the right Nitrogen gas product for your specific application. We 
also provide technical support and training to ensure that our customers are 
getting the most out of our products. 
 
In conclusion, Nitrogen gas is a versatile gas that has a wide range of 
applications in various industries. Its non-reactive, inert, and non-toxic 
properties make it an ideal gas for various industrial and medical applications. 
Nitrogen gas is an essential element for life and has numerous industrial 
applications and our company offers a range of high-quality Nitrogen gas 
products and exceptional customer support.  
Get in touch with us today to learn more about how Nitrogen gas can benefit 
your business. 
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